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Finnish vowel harmony rules require that if the vowel in the first syllable of a word belongs
to one of two vowel sets, then all subsequent vowels in that word must belong either to the
same set or to a neutral set. A harmony mismatch between two syllables containing vowels from
the opposing sets thus signals a likely word boundary. We report five experiments showing that
Finnish listeners can exploit this information in an on-line speech segmentation task. Listeners
found it easier to detect words like hymy at the end of the nonsense string puhymy (where there
is a harmony mismatch between the first two syllables) than in the string pyhymy (where there
is no mismatch). There was no such effect, however, when the target words appeared at the
beginning of the nonsense string (e.g., hymypu vs hymypy). Stronger harmony effects were found
for targets containing front harmony vowels (e.g., hymy) than for targets containing back harmony
vowels (e.g., palo in kypalo and kupalo). The same pattern of results appeared whether target
position within the string was predictable or unpredictable. Harmony mismatch thus appears to
provide a useful segmentation cue for the detection of word onsets in Finnish speech. q 1997

Academic Press

In Finnish, the word for ‘‘sight’’ is näkö. contains a front vowel in its first syllable, all
other vowels must also be front (unless theyThe word for ‘‘taste’’ is maku. Muka, as it

happens, is also a word. But there is no word are a member of a so-called neutral set, /i,
e/). Similarly, if the first syllable contains anäku in Finnish, and no words nukä, makö, or

möka, nor is any of these a possible native back vowel, all other vowels must be neutral
or back.Finnish word. This is because there are strict

constraints on the occurrence of vowels within As observed more than a half century ago
by Trubetzkoy (1939), vowel harmony has thea Finnish word: a and u belong to one class

and ä and ö to another class, and these two potential to serve an extremely important
function in speech perception: It could func-classes may not co-occur within a word.

This system is known as vowel harmony. tion as a source of information that listeners
could exploit to locate the onsets of individualIn Finnish, there are two opposing harmony

classes: three front vowels, /y, ø, æ/, and three words in the continuous speech stream. Since
back vowels, /u, o, a/. If a native Finnish word vowels from opposing harmony sets cannot

occur within a word, the presence of a front
vowel in a syllable in continuous speech fol-
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423VOWEL HARMONY

guage lacks reliable and deterministic cues to tion process (for more extended discussion,
see McQueen, Cutler, Norris, & Briscoe,word boundaries (Lehiste, 1972; Nakatani &

Dukes, 1977). In contrast with written lan- 1995; Norris, 1994; Norris, McQueen, & Cut-
ler, 1995). Recognition and segmentationguage, where alphabetic scripts in general in-

dicate boundaries with white spaces between through competition is supported by a grow-
ing body of evidence, from several languages:words, speech provides no such mandatory

signals. Nevertheless, listeners apparently ef- English (Cluff & Luce, 1990; Goldinger,
Luce, Pisoni, & Marcario, 1992; McQueen,fortlessly segment and recognize the words

embedded in continuous utterances. Vowel Norris, & Cutler, 1994; Norris et al., 1995);
Italian (Tabossi, Burani, & Scott, 1995); andharmony may provide speakers of languages

such as Finnish with one means by which they Dutch (Vroomen & de Gelder, 1995).
Despite the potential efficiency of the com-achieve this effortless performance.

A solution to the segmentation problem is, petition process in segmentation, there is clear
empirical evidence that listeners also makein principle, offered by models of word recog-

nition that are based on active competition use of information in the signal. One such type
of information, for instance, is the metricalbetween multiple lexical hypotheses (Short-

list: Norris, 1990, 1994; TRACE: McClel- structure of speech. Evidence from many lan-
guages attests to listeners’ use of metrical in-land & Elman, 1986). In Shortlist, it is as-

sumed that words can begin at any point in formation. In stress-timed languages like En-
glish and Dutch, the rhythmic distinction be-the speech input. Only those words that best

match the currently available input are consid- tween strong and weak syllables appears to be
used by listeners in segmentation (Cutler &ered (a ‘‘short list’’ of candidate words). Word

hypotheses that are partially activated by the Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988;
McQueen et al., 1994; Norris et al., 1995;same input segments compete with one an-

other through a process of lateral inhibition, Vroomen & de Gelder, 1995; Vroomen, van
Zon, & de Gelder, 1996). In syllable-timeduntil the model settles on an optimal interpre-

tation of the input. languages like French, Catalan, and Spanish,
listeners appear to use the syllable for segmen-This competition process allows the model

to select words (and hence segmentations) tation (Cutler, Mehler, Norris, & SeguıB , 1986,
from a continuous input. Consider the British 1992; Mehler, Dommergues, Frauenfelder, &
English phrase ‘‘ship inquiry,’’ with no ex- SeguıB , 1981; Pallier, Sebastián-Gallés, Fel-
plicit marking of its internal word boundary. guera, Christophe, & Mehler, 1993; Sebas-
Candidate words in Shortlist for this phrase tián-Gallés, Dupoux, SeguıB , & Mehler, 1992).
would include ship, shipping, inquiry, and In Japanese, the rhythmic unit is the mora,
choir. In the model, ship would compete with and Japanese listeners appear to use morae for
shipping, and inquiry with both shipping and segmentation (Cutler & Otake, 1994; Otake,
choir. The candidate inquiry (in British En- Hatano, Cutler, & Mehler, 1993).
glish, stressed on the second syllable) will in- Note that because languages differ rhythmi-
hibit choir because it receives more support cally, different metrical information must be
from the input (i.e., it accounts for the final used depending on the input language. What-
/ri/), and as the activation of inquiry increases, ever the rhythmic unit, the basic claim remains
it will compete more effectively with ship- the same: Word onsets will tend to be aligned
ping. As the activation of the shipping candi- with the onsets of metrical units, so if a bound-
date is thus reduced, the activation of ship ary between two metrical units can be detected
(also competing with shipping) will rise. The in the signal, it is likely that it will correspond
model therefore settles on the ship inquiry to a word boundary. The detection of likely
reading, that is, on the correct segmentation of word-onset locations using metrical informa-
the input. Segmentation of continuous speech tion can thus aid the recognition process. The

use of such information is fully compatiblethus emerges as a consequence of the competi-
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424 SUOMI, MCQUEEN, AND CUTLER

with an ongoing competition process in word Furthermore, Yerkey and Sawusch (1993),
again using the word-spotting task, haverecognition; indeed, the experiments by

McQueen et al. (1994) and Norris et al. (1995) shown that allophonic cues such as the aspira-
tion of stops can influence listeners’ ability toprovided concomitant evidence both for com-

petition and for metrically based segmenta- detect words embedded in nonsense strings.
The recognition and segmentation of con-tion.

In addition to the cues provided by rhythm, tinuous speech can therefore be seen as a pro-
cess based on lexical competition, but one thatlanguages may differ with respect to other re-

sources that can be used to assist in segmenta- uses whatever additional segmentation cues
the language in question provides, whenevertion. Although phonetic cues to word bound-

aries such as lengthening of onset syllables those cues are available in the speech signal.
Moreover, cues may be exploited even whenand segments (Gow and Gordon, 1995; Leh-

iste, 1972) and aspiration of word-initial stops their information value is only partial—for
example, when they are capable of signaling(in English, Nakatani & Dukes, 1977) are in-

determinate (they do not occur reliably), this only the presence but not the absence of a
boundary.does not mean that they could not be used

to aid segmentation when they are available. Vowel harmony in Finnish is just such a
potential segmentation cue. One of the moreChurch (1987) has proposed that several dif-

ferent types of phonological knowledge, in- common types of vowel harmony in the
world’s languages is palatal (front-back) har-cluding the phonotactic and allophonic cues to

syllable structure (varying across languages), mony, which occurs most extensively in Ura-
lic and Altaic languages, e.g., Finnish andcould be used to improve the efficiency of the

recognition process. Phonotactic information Turkish (Turkish also has labial harmony). In
these languages, harmony propagates left tois of use as a segmentation cue, as has recently

been demonstrated in studies using the word- right from the first vowel in the root to subse-
quent vowels in the root and in suffixes, butspotting task (McQueen & Cox, 1995). In

word spotting (Cutler & Norris, 1988), the not across word boundaries. Of the Finnish
vowel phonemes /i e y ø æ a o u/ (unambigu-listener’s task is to detect words embedded in

nonsense strings. McQueen and Cox (1995) ously represented in the orthography by »i e
y ö ä a o u…, respectively), the set /u o a/showed that words were easier to spot in bisyl-

labic nonsense strings when they were aligned are Back Harmonic, the set /y ø æ/ are Front
Harmonic, and /i e/ are Harmonically Neutral.with syllable boundaries than when they were

misaligned with syllable boundaries. Cru- Note that the vowels in the last two classes
are all phonetically front and that the vowelscially, these syllable boundaries were deter-

mined by phonotactic constraints. In /fi.drɒk/, in the two harmonic classes are pairwise dis-
tinguished by the backness feature alone (/u -for example, there must be a syllable boundary

before the /d/ (because voiced stops do not y/, /o - ø/, /a - æ/). Finnish also has a vowel
quantity distinction, such that all eight vowelsoccur in coda position in Dutch). In /fim.rɒk/,

however, the boundary must occur between can occur either singly or doubled.
The main restriction imposed by Finnishthe /m/ and the /r/ (an /mr/ cluster is illegal

in Dutch). Dutch listeners were slower and vowel harmony is that, within an uncom-
pounded word form, vowels from only one ofless accurate in detecting rok (skirt) in

/fi.drɒk/ than in /fim.rɒk/. Allophonic varia- the two harmonic classes can occur, whereas
the harmonically neutral vowels may be com-tion is also of use as a segmentation cue. It

can be used to distinguish minimal pairs in bined with vowels from either harmonic class
in any word position. If a word contains deri-French (Zwanenburg, Ouweneel, & Levelt,

1977), in Japanese (Shimizu & Dantsuji, vational and/or inflectional suffixes, any vow-
els in these suffixes are also subject to the1980), in English (Christie, 1974; Nakatani &

Dukes, 1977), and in Dutch (Quené, 1987). harmony restriction. Thus, there are words
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like osuma, pesula, kupari, seteli, and kypärä, syllabic nonwords. None of these CVs were
words. Although single CVs are rare as wordsveräjä, kätevä, rypäle, whereas words of the

type *osyma, *pesyla, *kypära do not occur in Finnish, they are possible words: a small
set of function words, including the conjunc-in the native vocabulary. In the past, borrowed

words violating vowel harmony were always tion ja (and) and the pronoun me (we) do exist.
For each word, one CV context had a voweladapted to the native pattern, although nowa-

days many borrowed words exist that are not belonging to the same harmonic class as the
vowels in the embedded word, the other had aadapted (e.g., parfyymi, dynastia, volyymi).

Despite the existence of such exceptions, the vowel from the opposite harmonic class. Thus,
each embedded word occurred in the contextoccurrence in speech of disharmonious vowels

in consecutive syllables suggests that those of a harmonic initial vowel, and in the context
of a disharmonic initial vowel. For example,vowels belong to two separate words, and

hence that there is a word boundary between to palo were added both ku and ky, and to
hymy both py and pu. This pairwise additionthe vowels.

In Experiment 1, we attempted to ascertain of CV contexts produced 60 trisyllabic items,
none of which contained, besides the intendedwhether vowel harmony could indeed, as sug-

gested by numerous linguists (Karlsson, 1983; target word, any other words, nor could the
items be continued to form longer non-Trubetzkoy, 1939), be exploited by listeners

in segmentation. The word-spotting task was compound words. Because it was not possible
to obtain reliable frequency of occurrence in-used. Listeners were presented with trisyllabic

nonsense strings, some of which ended with formation for the target words, they were se-
lected by the first author on the basis of hisembedded disyllabic words. For example, the

target hymy was embedded in the strings py- own familiarity judgments. No highly unfa-
miliar words were used, and the back and fronthymy and puhymy. The first of these strings is

harmonious in that all vowels belong to the harmony words were matched on familiarity.
The first author also checked the words forsame (front) harmonic class. In the second

string, in contrast, the vowel in the initial syl- their uniqueness points. By his judgment, 23
of the words became unique on their final pho-lable is disharmonious with those in the em-

bedded word. Back Harmonic words were nemes, and the remaining 7 did not become
unique until after their offsets.similarly embedded in harmonious and dishar-

monious contexts (e.g., palo in kupalo and Because of the very stringent constraints on
the choice of the target words, and especiallykypalo). If speakers of Finnish can exploit

vowel harmony in speech segmentation, they because of the pairwise addition of context
syllables to each target word, it was not possi-should find it easier to spot target words in

disharmonious than in harmonious strings. ble to control the number of words compatible
with the initial CV sequence separately for
each carrier pair (e.g., the number of wordsEXPERIMENT 1
compatible with the contexts ku and ky in the

Method
pair kupalo, kypalo). In all of the disharmonic
materials and in 47% of the harmonic materi-Materials. Thirty CVCV words were cho-

sen, half of them containing only back har- als, the first two syllables could not be contin-
ued to form any words. In addition, acrossmonic vowels, the other half only front har-

monic vowels. The words are all monomor- the total sets of harmonic and disharmonic
contexts, an exactly equal number of each in-phemic nouns or adjectives in their singular

nominative (i.e., basic, uninflected) form. Ex- dividual CV syllable occurred. Thus, for ex-
ample, py occurred twice both as a harmonicamples are palo (fire) and hymy (smile). None

of the chosen words contained other words context and as a disharmonic context. Vowel
height was kept constant across the membersembedded in them. Two alternative CV con-

texts were prefixed to each word to create tri- of each pair of first vowels; that is, /u/ was
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always paired with /y/, /o/ with /ø/, and /a/ ken responses were recorded on a video cas-
sette recorder.with /æ/. In both the target words and context

The experimental items were stored as sep-syllables (and in the fillers) all vowels were
arate files at 20-kHz sampling rate and 10-single. The target-bearing items are listed in
bit resolution on the hard disk of a Compaqthe Appendix.
Deskpro 386/20e computer. They were playedEighty trisyllabic CVCVCV nonword fil-
to subjects directly from disk, under the con-lers were also constructed. In half of these
trol of EASYST, a DOS-compatible reactionfiller items the vowels in the last two syllables
time measurement system constructed bywere Back Harmonic, in the other half they
Einar Meister at the Phonetics and Speechwere Front Harmonic. Within both sets, half
Technology Laboratory of the Estonian Acad-of the items had a first vowel that was harmo-
emy of Sciences in Tallinn (Meister & Suomi,nious with the vowels in the last two syllables,
1993). Reaction times were measured by anwhile in the other half the first vowel was
external timer with a tested resolution of lessdisharmonious with the following vowels.
than 1 ms and stored on the computer. TargetNone of the filler items contained a word, in-
durations were measured using EASYST.cluding inflected word forms, nor could they

be continued to form longer words. Results and Discussion
The materials were recorded by a male

Reaction Times (RTs), originally measuredspeaker of Finnish, a phonetician ignorant of
from the onset of each trisyllabic item, werethe purpose of the recording, using a DAT
adjusted by subtracting total item durations,recorder. A single recording of the whole set
yielding RTs from target word offset. Sub-of materials was made. All items were pro-
jects’ spoken responses were then analyzed,duced with the typical prosody of Finnish tri-
and it was found that whenever subjects madesyllabic CVCVCV words. Two lists were then
a response to a target-bearing item, they de-constructed, both containing all of the 80 non-
tected the intended target word. That is, allword filler items, and all of the target words,
button-press responses were associated with

each of which appeared in a given list in either
correct oral responses. Outlying responses

a harmonic or a disharmonic context; type of
(those faster than 150 ms or slower than 2000

context was counterbalanced over lists. In
ms, as measured from target offset) were

their respective lists, the members of each har- treated as errors (7% of the data). In most
monic–disharmonic pair occupied the same word-spotting studies, subjects have been ex-
serial position. A set of 5 practice items was cluded from the analysis if they failed to reach
placed at the beginning of both lists. a criterial level of performance and items have

Subjects. Twenty-eight voluntary subjects, been excluded if they were missed by too
logopedics or language students at Oulu Uni- many subjects. In this and all subsequent ex-
versity, Oulu, Finland, took part. Fourteen periments we adopted the criteria that each
subjects heard each list. subject should detect at least 50% of the tar-

Procedure. Subjects were tested individu- gets they heard and that each item should be
ally. They were seated in front of a computer detected by at least 50% of the subjects who
in a quiet room, and the materials were pre- heard it. In Experiment 1, no subjects or items
sented through headphones. The interval be- were rejected on the basis of these criteria.
tween consecutive items was 3 s. Subjects The mean RTs and error rates are shown in
were instructed that they would hear nonsense Table 1.
items that could contain finally embedded real Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were per-
words, and that they should press the response formed on RTs and errors with both subjects
key whenever they heard a nonsense word (F1) and items (F2) as the repeated measure.
ending in a real word. They were then to say Words in disharmonious strings (e.g., hymy in

puhymy) were detected, on average, 161 msaloud the word they had detected. These spo-
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TABLE 1 (393 ms, on average): F(28) Å 10.81, p õ
.005. This confound, however, cannot accountMEAN REACTION TIME (RT, IN MS) MEASURED FROM

TARGET WORD OFFSET AND MEAN PERCENTAGE ERROR for the harmony effect. In correlational analy-
RATES (ERR) IN EXPERIMENT 1 ses comparing mean RT and word duration

over items, there was no reliable evidence to
Target harmony class

suggest that responses were faster to longer
words. There were no significant correlationsBack Front Overall
of RT with duration for either front or back

Context RT Err RT Err RT Err harmony targets in harmonious strings nor for
Harmonious 802 9% 822 10% 812 10% back harmony targets in disharmonious
Disharmonious 699 5% 604 4% 651 5%

strings, but there was a negative correlation
(faster responses to longer words) for front
harmony targets in disharmonious strings:
r(14) Å 0.54, põ .05. There were no reliablefaster than words in harmonious strings (e.g.,

hymy in pyhymy): F1(1,26)Å 48.61, põ .001; correlations of target duration and error rate.
As a further control for effects of targetF2(1,28) Å 28.40, p õ .001. This effect inter-

acted with the harmony class of the target duration, the data were reanalysed, measuring
RT from word onset (now counting as outliersword: F1(1,26) Å 15.83, p õ .001; F2(1,28)

Å 5.87, p õ .05. The effect was larger for those outside the range of 150–2000 ms as
measured from word onset; 9% of the data).words with front harmony vowels than for

words with back harmony vowels. In compari- Responses to targets in disharmonious strings
were 129 ms faster, on average (mean 1027sons within harmony class, the advantage for

front harmony words in a disharmonious con- ms), than responses to targets in harmonious
strings (mean 1156 ms): F1(1,26) Å 41.73, ptext (e.g., hymy in puhymy) over those in a

harmonious context (e.g., hymy in pyhymy) õ .001; F2(1,28) Å 26.49, p õ .001. As in
the offset analysis, this effect interacted withwas reliable: t1(27) Å 10.50, p õ .001; t2(14)

Å 5.75, p õ .001 (218 ms on average). The the harmony class of the target word, but the
interaction was only reliable by subjects:advantage for back harmony words in a dis-

harmonious context (e.g., palo in kypalo) over F1(1,26) Å 8.81, p õ .01; F2(1,28) Å 3.54,
p Å .07. Pairwise comparisons confirmed thatthose in a harmonious context (e.g., palo in

kupalo) was reliable by subjects but marginal the harmony effect was reliable in this analy-
sis both for front-harmony words (e.g., hymyby items: t1(27) Å 2.92, p õ .01; t2(14) Å

1.97, p Å .07 (103 ms, on average). Overall, in puhymy and pyhymy, mean difference 166
ms): t1(27) Å 8.63, p õ .001; t2(14) Å 5.43,responses to the front harmony targets were

faster (38 ms, on average) than those to the p õ .001; and for back-harmony words (e.g.,
palo in kypalo and kupalo, mean differenceback harmony targets, but this was only sig-

nificant by subjects: F1(1,26) Å 5.30, põ .05; 96 ms): t1(26) Å 2.97, p õ .01; t2(14) Å
2.14, p Å .05. With these data, there wereF2 õ 1.

In the analysis of errors, there was also an no reliable correlations of target duration with
RT. Target duration does not appear to beadvantage for targets in disharmonious

strings, which were detected, on average, 6% responsible for the overall differences in
word-spotting performance between harmoni-more accurately than targets in harmonious

strings: F1(1,26) Å 10.72, p õ .005; F2(1,28) ous and disharmonious strings.
A final analysis explored effects of lexicalÅ 5.18, p õ .05. No other main effects or

interactions were significant in this analysis. competition. In all of the disharmonious con-
texts, there were no words consistent with theThe target durations were submitted to an

ANOVA. Target words in harmonious strings first two syllables of the nonsense strings. In
almost half of the harmonious contexts, thiswere found to be 19 ms shorter (374 ms, on

average) than those in disharmonious strings was also the case. In some strings, however,
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the first two syllables could be continued to lowing two syllables in a trisyllabic string ap-
pears to signal a word boundary. In this situa-form longer words (e.g., the word kupari, cop-

per, overlaps in the first two syllables with tion, the harmony mismatch provides a
segmentation cue at the onset of the targetkupalo). The harmony effect could be due to

effects of competition (e.g., palo more diffi- word. As Cutler and Norris (1988) argued,
cues to the location of word onsets are muchcult to detect in kupalo, because of competi-

tion from kupari, than in kypalo). An analysis more important for word recognition than cues
to word offsets. Once a word has been ac-based on RTs from word offsets separated re-

sponses to targets that in harmonious contexts cessed, the location of its offset can be deter-
mined by the lexicon (e.g., palo must end afterhad such competitors from responses to other

targets. Although the difference between har- the /o/). Experiment 1 thus shows that vowel
harmony provides a segmentation cue wheremonious and disharmonious contexts was

larger for targets with competitors in the har- it matters most: at the beginning of a word.
But could a harmony mismatch also providemonious context (175 ms, on average) than

for targets with no competitors in either con- a segmentation cue at word offsets?
We addressed this question in Experimenttext (155 ms, on average), there was no sig-

nificant interaction, neither by subjects nor 2. We asked listeners to spot bisyllabic target
words at the beginning of trisyllabic nonsenseitems, of this competition factor with the har-

mony effect. There was also no significant strings, instead of at the end, as in Experiment
1. The same target words were used, but withinteraction in an error rate analysis (a mean

difference of 5% between detection accuracies harmonious and disharmonious context sylla-
bles following the targets (e.g., hymy in hy-in harmonious and disharmonious strings in

both competitor conditions). Competition ef- mypy and hymypu). If a harmony mismatch at
the offset of a word can be used to assist infects therefore cannot account for the harmony

effect. Competitors, if considered, can be recognition of that word, word-spotting per-
formance should be easier in disharmoniousruled out when they mismatch the final sylla-

bles of the nonsense strings (e.g., kupari mis- strings, as in Experiment 1. If, however, seg-
mentation cues primarily signal word onsets,matches with the lo of kupalo) such that they

do not reliably influence detection of targets. there may be no difference in listeners’ ability
to spot words in harmonious and disharmoni-These results suggest strongly that dishar-

monies can be used by Finnish listeners to ous strings.
assist in segmentation. In both RT and errors,

Methodlisteners showed that they could detect targets
in disharmonious strings more easily than tar- Materials. The same 30 target words were

used as in Experiment 1 but this time embed-gets in harmonious strings. The effects appear
to be larger for targets from the front harmony ded initially in their carrier items. That is, two

alternative CV syllables, one harmonic andclass, such as hymy, than for targets from the
back harmony class, such as palo. Although the other disharmonic, were added to the end

of each target word to make two trisyllabicthe RT effect was larger for the front harmony
words, and not fully reliable for back harmony nonsense items (see Appendix). Where possi-

ble, the CV contexts used in Experiment 1words in the analysis from word offset, the
back harmony RT effect reached significance were moved from the beginnings of the target

words to their ends. Thus, while palo was em-in the analysis from word onset. Furthermore,
the error rate effect was equivalent across har- bedded in kupalo and kypalo in Experiment

1, it was embedded in paloku and paloky here.mony classes.
However, this simple move was not possible

EXPERIMENT 2 for all target words, because in some cases it
would have created other embedded words.Experiment 1 shows that a harmony mis-

match between the first syllable and the fol- For example, tupa (cottage) was embedded in
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TABLE 2putupa in Experiment 1, but the item tupapu
would contain three embedded words: papu MEAN REACTION TIME (RT, IN MS) MEASURED FROM

TARGET WORD OFFSET AND MEAN PERCENTAGE ERROR(bean) and apu (help), in addition to the target
RATES (ERR) IN EXPERIMENT 2tupa. Moreover, in many cases tV endings

could not be used, because the combination
Target harmony class

target / t would constitute the plural nomina-
tive form of the target (e.g., kynät, pens), and Back Front Overall
endings pa and ko and their Front Harmonic

Context RT Err RT Err RT Erralternants were avoided altogether because
Harmonious 513 9% 492 11% 502 10%they are enclitics that could be added to any
Disharmonious 516 14% 500 7% 508 10%

of the target words. While the contexts added
to the target words were thus not all identical
with those used in Experiment 1, it remained
the case that each individual CV syllable oc- Subjects. Thirty-eight voluntary subjects,

again logopedics or language students at Oulucurred equally often in the harmonic set of
endings and in the disharmonic set; e.g., py University, took part; none of them had partic-

ipated in Experiment 1. Nineteen subjectsoccurred twice both as a harmonic and as a
disharmonic ending. Vowel height across the heard each list.

Procedure. The procedure was the same asmembers of each pair of contextual harmonic
and disharmonic CV syllables was again kept in Experiment 1, except that subjects were

instructed that they would hear nonsense itemsconstant.
Note that it was with a view to Experiment that could contain initially embedded real

words, and that they should press the response2 that the context syllables started with plo-
sives in both Experiments 1 and 2. Since RTs key whenever they heard a nonsense word be-

ginning with a real word. Target durationswere to be measured from target word offset,
a reliable measuring point was required at this were again measured using EASYST.
point (also the onset of the following syllable).

Results and DiscussionPlosives were selected since the onset of the
release burst is usually easily locatable in RTs were measured from the release burst

of the plosive in the onset of the third syllableacoustic displays.
Eighty fillers, not containing embedded of each string, as an estimate of the acoustic

offset of the target word. As in Experiment 1,words, were again constructed to be phonolog-
ically and phonotactically similar to the target- it was found in an analysis of the subjects’

spoken responses that whenever subjects re-bearing items. Thus, in half of the fillers the
vowels in the first two syllables were Back sponded to target-bearing strings, they detected

the intended targets. Outlying responses (thoseHarmonic, in the other half they were Front
Harmonic, and within both sets, half of the faster than 150 ms or slower than 2000 ms, as

measured from target offset) were treated asitems had a final vowel that was harmonious
with the vowels in the first two syllables, the errors (3% of the data). No subjects or items

failed the exclusion criteria. The mean RTs andother half a vowel that was disharmonious
with the preceding vowels. As in the target- error rates are shown in Table 2.

ANOVAs were again performed on bothbearing items, the final CV syllable had a plo-
sive onset. RTs and error rates, with both subjects and

items as the repeated measure. There was noThe materials were recorded as in Experi-
ment 1, by the same speaker, and again with harmony effect: Targets were detected equally

quickly and equally accurately in harmoniousthe typical prosody of Finnish trisyllabic
CVCVCV words. Two lists were again con- and disharmonious strings (F1 & F2 õ 1, in

both RT and error analyses). Responses tostructed, with exactly the same structure as in
Experiment 1. front harmony words were somewhat faster
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(19 ms, on average) than those to back har- fectively recognized the targets without pro-
cessing the context syllable, that is, by ignor-mony words, but this difference was not sig-

nificant: F1(1,36) Å 2.42, p ú .1; F2 õ 1. ing the information in the final syllable. This
attentional strategy, though possible, is lessNo other effects were reliable in the RT analy-

sis. In the error analysis, there was an interac- likely in Experiment 1, where the context syl-
lable was heard before the target words. Be-tion of harmony context with the harmony

class of the target (for targets with back vow- cause of this temporal sequence, Experiment
1 listeners could hardly avoid processing theels, there were more errors on disharmonious

strings, 14% on average, than on harmonious context syllable.
If the listeners’ task were to be made morestrings, 9% on average; the reverse was true

for targets with front vowels, with means of difficult, such that they did not know where
target words would occur, they would not be11 and 7% for harmonious and disharmonious

strings, respectively). But this effect was only able to use an attentional strategy and would
be forced to analyze the nonsense strings moresignificant by subjects: F1(1,36) Å 5.81, p õ

.05; F2(1,28) Å 2.04, p ú .1. No other effects fully. This was the approach taken in Experi-
ment 3. The same materials were again usedwere reliable in the error analysis.

There was no difference in measured target in a word-spotting task, but target location was
mixed such that targets could occur either indurations. Targets in harmonious contexts

(mean 326 ms) were of equivalent length to initial position (as in Experiment 2) or in final
position (as in Experiment 1). Listeners werethose in disharmonious contexts (mean 320

ms): F(1,28) Å 1.77, p ú .1. again told to spot words in nonsense strings
but were also told that the words could beIn contrast with Experiment 1, where there

were strong harmony effects at target word either at the beginning or the end of the
strings. They would thus be unable to focusonsets, harmony mismatches at word offsets

did not influence performance in Experiment selectively on either initial or final position.
If the difference between the results of Experi-2. It therefore appears that harmony informa-

tion only acts as a segmentation cue when it ments 1 and 2 were due to use of an attentional
strategy in Experiment 2, harmony mismatchmarks a word onset, that is, at a point in time

when the word is being accessed. When a har- effects should be found for both initial- and
final-position targets. If, however, the differ-mony mismatch provides a cue about where

a word ends (as in Experiment 2), that word ence were due to a genuine asymmetry in the
role of harmony information (effects wherehas already been accessed, and its end can

therefore be determined by lexical informa- disharmonies cue word onsets but not word
offsets), harmony mismatch effects should betion. Harmony information in the signal may

therefore not be needed to signal word offsets. found for the final-position targets (as in Ex-
periment 1) but not for the initial-position tar-An alternative explanation, however, is that

the task demands of Experiment 2 encouraged gets (as in Experiment 2).
listeners to ignore the final syllable. They
knew in advance that all target words would EXPERIMENT 3
be in initial position in the nonsense strings.

Method
They could thus focus attention on the first
two syllables and ignore the subsequent infor- Materials. In Experiment 3 each target

word occurred in four different embeddingmation. If this were the case, there could be
no harmony effect. Notice that the responses conditions, namely, in items with an added

harmonic and disharmonic initial CV syllable,in Experiment 2 were very fast, about 250 ms
faster, on average, than those in Experiment as well as in items with an added harmonic

and disharmonic final CV syllable. That is,1 (as observed in other word-spotting studies
varying target position; McQueen et al., the target words occurred in conditions corre-

sponding to those of Experiment 1 and to1994). Perhaps the Experiment 2 listeners ef-
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those of Experiment 2. Thus, for example, Results and Discussion
palo occurred in the carrier items kupalo, ky-

All RTs were originally measured from thepalo, paloku, and paloky. Context syllables
string onset. These raw RTs were corrected,were selected such that they were identical in
by subtracting either target word duration (forboth positions. This meant that some preced-
the initial targets) or total string duration (foring contexts were not those that were used in
the final targets), so as to effectively measureExperiment 1; instead, they were replaced
from target-word offset. In the analysis of thewith those used as following contexts in Ex-
subjects’ spoken responses, five responsesperiment 2. The four items with more than
were found to be incorrect (subjects respondedone preceding context syllable are listed with
with words other than the intended targets).their additional syllables in the Appendix.
These five responses were treated as errors.This set of conditions calls for four counter-
Outlying responses (those faster than 150 msbalanced lists. To make the number of words
or slower than 2000 ms, as measured fromin each of the four embedding conditions
target offset) were also treated as errors (20%equal, two further common words were added
of the data). These cutoff values led to a largeto the 30 target words used in Experiments 1
number of data points being rejected but wereand 2, namely, the Back Harmonic maku
chosen for compatibility with Experiments 1(taste) and the Front Harmonic jyvä (grain).
and 2. A large number of responses were in-With the resulting 32 words, there could be
deed extremely slow, indicating that listenerseight examples of each of the four conditions
found this version of the word spotting taskin each of the four lists.
considerably more difficult than the versionsA new recording was made of all the experi-
used in the earlier experiments (word spottingmental items and of all the filler items used
with mixed target location has previously beenin Experiments 1 and 2. For Experiment 3, 40
found to be more difficult, McQueen et al.,of the fillers from Experiment 1 and 40 of
1994). Nevertheless, all subjects passed thethe fillers from Experiment 2 were used. The
exclusion criterion by detecting at least 50%materials were recorded as in Experiment 1.
of the targets they heard. Seven targets, how-Four lists were constructed, each containing
ever, were detected less than 50% of the timethe 80 filler items and each of the 32 target
in at least one of the four conditions: romu,words in one of the four embedding condi-
latu, tupa, raju, and maku from the back-har-tions. Position of embedding (initial or final)
mony set and rysä and tyly from the front-and type of context syllable (harmonic or dis-
harmony set. These items were removed fromharmonic) were counterbalanced across lists.
the analysis, leaving 11 back-harmony and 14As in the earlier experiments, a target word
front-harmony targets. The mean RTs and er-always occupied the same serial position
ror rates are shown in Table 3.within a list.

ANOVAs were again performed on bothSubjects and procedure. Thirty-two volun-
RTs and error rates, with both subjects andteer subjects, none of whom had participated
items as repeated measures. In the RT analy-in the previous experiments, took part in the
sis, there was a main effect of harmony. Tar-experiment. Eight subjects heard each list. The
gets were detected, on average, 93 ms fasterprocedure was the same as in Experiments 1
in disharmonious strings than in harmoniousand 2, except that subjects were instructed that
strings: F1(1,28) Å 16.38, p õ .001; F2(1,23)they would hear nonsense items that could
Å 8.09, p õ .01. But this effect interactedcontain either initially embedded or finally
with target position: The effect was large (207embedded real words, and that they should
ms, on average) for targets in final positionpress the response key whenever they heard
(even larger than in Experiment 1) but in thea nonsense word either beginning or ending
wrong direction for targets in initial positionwith a real word. Target durations were again

measured using EASYST. (a 21 ms-advantage, on average, for the har-
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TABLE 3

MEAN REACTION TIME (RT, IN MS) MEASURED FROM TARGET WORD OFFSET

AND MEAN PERCENTAGE ERROR RATES (ERR) IN EXPERIMENT 3

Target harmony class

Back Front Overall

Initial targets

Context RT Err RT Err RT Err
Harmonious 707 11% 685 6% 696 8%
Disharmonious 721 9% 714 11% 717 10%

Final targets

Context RT Err RT Err RT Err
Harmonious 1024 26% 1101 22% 1062 24%
Disharmonious 906 22% 805 12% 855 15%

monious contexts): F1(1,28) Å 18.48, p õ Similar patterns were observed in the error
rates. In the overall analysis, there was no.001; F2(1,23) Å 14.65, p õ .001. Accord-

ingly, separate ANOVAs were carried out for reliable harmony effect, but there was an inter-
action of harmony with target position, sig-responses to initial and final targets.

In the final-position analysis, there was a nificant by subjects: F1(1,28) Å 4.80, põ .05;
F2(1,23) Å 2.46, p ú .1. The error rates forreliable harmony effect, with much faster re-

sponses to targets in disharmonious strings each position were analysed separately. In the
final-position analysis, the small advantage forthan to targets in harmonious strings: F1(1,28)

Å 21.09, p õ .001; F2(1,23) Å 14.15, p õ targets in disharmonious strings (9%, on aver-
age) was significant by subjects, but not by.005. But this effect interacted strongly with

target harmony class: F1(1,28) Å 24.80, p õ items: F1(1,28) Å 5.78, p õ .05; F2(1,23) Å
3.09, p Å .09. No other effects were signifi-.001; F2(1,23) Å 5.01, p õ .05. The effect

was very large indeed for targets with front cant. As in the RT analysis, there were no
reliable effects in the initial-position error ratevowels (e.g., hymy in puhymy and pyhymy, a

mean difference of 296 ms): t1(31) Å 5.56, p analysis.
Measured target durations were also sub-õ .001; t2(13) Å 4.13, p õ .005. The effect

was smaller, and only significant by subjects, mitted to an ANOVA (excluding the seven
items rejected in the above analyses). Targetsfor targets with back vowels (e.g., palo in ky-

palo and kupalo, a mean difference of 118 in disharmonious strings were reliably longer
than those in harmonious strings (mean dura-ms): t1(31) Å 2.02, p Å .05; t2(10) Å 1.18, p

ú .1. No other effects were significant. In the tions: 384 ms, disharmonious; 366 ms, harmo-
nious): F(1,23)Å 11.52, põ .005. This differ-initial-position analysis, there were no reliable

effects.1

p õ .001; F2(1,30) Å 14.17, p õ .001). As in the main
1 Because a large amount of data was excluded (20% analysis, the harmony effect was limited to the targets in

final position (mean RTs from target offset: initial posi-as outliers, then all responses to seven items), a control
RT analysis was performed to check that the pattern of tion, 754 ms harmonious, 772 ms disharmonious; final

position, 1277 ms harmonious, 1004 ms disharmonious).results held over all the data. The same harmony mis-
match effect was observed in an analysis in which no Similar analyses on the data from Experiments 1 and 4

with no outliers or items excluded also confirmed theoutliers and no items were excluded (F1(1,28) Å 19.25,
p õ .001; F2(1,30) Å 11.0, p õ .005). This effect inter- reliability of the harmony mismatch effect (which was

significant by both subjects and items in both cases).acted with position of the target word (F1(1,28) Å 26.89,
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ence was due almost entirely to front harmony specific target location (Experiment 1) and
when they cannot (Experiment 3). On thetargets (mean durations: 389 ms, disharmoni-
other hand, there were no such harmony mis-ous; 361 ms, harmonious), and not to back
match effects for initial targets, where the mis-harmony targets (mean durations: 378 ms, dis-
match marks the offset of the target word (Ex-harmonious; 372 ms, harmonious), as shown
periments 2 and 3). It is unlikely that the fail-by a significant interaction of harmony and
ure to find an effect in Experiment 2 was dueharmony class: F(1,23) Å 4.68, p õ .05. Cor-
to subjects’ ignoring the contextual informa-relations of mean RT and target duration, and
tion in the final syllable, since in Experimentof mean error rate and target duration were
3 they were required to process the informa-therefore carried out for the final-position tar-
tion in all three syllables. It appears, instead,gets. No correlations were significant. No reli-
that there is a genuine asymmetry in the har-able differences in target duration were found
mony effect. Disharmonious information cuesfor the initial-position targets, and there were
word boundaries, but this segmentation cueno significant correlations of initial-position
only assists in the recognition of words fol-target durations with either RT or error rate.
lowing such a boundary, not in the recognitionFinally, as in Experiment 1, the responses
of words preceding such a boundary.to final targets were examined for effects of

Another feature of the results that was repli-lexical competition. Responses to targets such
cated in Experiment 3 was the interaction inas palo which in harmonious contexts had
the size of the harmony mismatch effect be-competitors like kupari which overlapped
tween targets with front-harmony vowelswith the first two syllables of the string (ku-
(e.g., hymy) and targets with back-harmonypalo) were separated from responses to other
vowels (e.g., palo), first observed in Experi-targets. Although in the RT analysis there was
ment 1. In Experiment 1, the mismatch effecta significant interaction of this competition
was present in the error rates for both back-factor with the harmony effect by subjects
and front-harmony targets but was reliably(F1(1,28) Å 6.97, p õ .05), the interaction
larger in the RTs for front- than for back-was not significant by items (F2(1,21) Å 2.01,
harmony targets. This interaction was strongerp ú .1). Note, however, that this interaction
for the final-position targets in Experiment 3.was the reverse of that predicted by competi-
There were reliable effects for front-harmonytion: The difference between harmonious and
targets (e.g., hymy in puhymy and pyhymy) indisharmonious contexts was smaller for tar-
both speed and accuracy, but only a marginalgets with competitors in the harmonious con-
effect for back-harmony targets (e.g., palo intext (102 ms, on average) than for targets with
kypalo and kupalo) in RT and no effect inno competitors in either context (254 ms, on
errors. Perhaps this weaker effect was due toaverage). The interaction was not significant
the recording used in Experiment 3. On theby subjects or items in the error analysis (a
other hand, the weaker effect for back targetsmean difference of 9% for targets with com-
found in Experiment 3 may be due to thepetitors in the harmonious context and of 7%
mixed-position design. Experiment 4 exploredfor targets without competitors). As in Experi-
this back/front interaction further. Experimentment 1, therefore, the harmony effect cannot
4 was a straight replication of Experiment 1,be due to this competitor asymmetry.
that is, with targets only appearing in finalThe results of Experiment 3, with a mixed
position. The same target words were testeddesign of both initial and final targets, confirm
as in Experiment 1, but the recording madethe pattern observed across Experiments 1 and
for Experiment 3 was used.2. There were strong harmony mismatch ef-

EXPERIMENT 4fects for final targets, where the mismatch
Methodmarks the onset of the target word, in both

Experiments 1 and 3. This effect thus emerges Materials. Experiment 4 was a replication
of Experiment 1 in every respect, except thatboth when listeners can focus attention on a
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TABLE 4the items were those recorded for Experiment
3. Instead of 32 targets, as in Experiment 3, MEAN REACTION TIME (RT, IN MS) MEASURED FROM

TARGET WORD OFFSET AND MEAN PERCENTAGE ERRORthere were only 30 targets, as in Experiment
RATES (ERR) IN EXPERIMENT 41 (the two additional targets used in Experi-

ment 3 were omitted). Since the preceding
Target harmony class

context syllables of four targets had been
changed in Experiment 3, these items were Back Front Overall
not completely identical to those used in Ex-

Context RT Err RT Err Rt Errperiment 1. During the recording of the Exper-
Harmonious 736 8% 777 13% 757 11%iment 3 materials, all 80 fillers from both Ex-
Disharmonious 693 11% 570 5% 631 8%

periments 1 and 2 were rerecorded. Those
from Experiment 1 were used here (half of
these were used in Experiment 3). The materi-
als in Experiment 4 therefore closely matched Again, this main effect interacted with har-

mony class. The harmony effect was larger forthose of Experiment 1, but were based on the
new recording. targets with front vowels (207 ms, on average)

than for targets with back vowels (43 ms, onSubjects and procedure. Twenty-four sub-
jects, none of whom had participated in the average): F1(1,22) Å 22.47, p õ .001;

F2(1,27) Å 8.44, p õ .01. Pairwise compari-previous experiments, took part. Twelve sub-
jects heard each list. As in Experiment 1, sub- sons showed that the effect for back vowel

targets was not reliable though that for frontjects were instructed that they would hear non-
sense items that could contain finally embed- vowel targets was: t1(23) Å 5.84, p õ .001;

t2(14)Å 5.08, põ .001. No other effects wereded real words and were asked to press the
response key if they heard a nonsense word reliable.

In the analysis of error rates, there was noending with a real word.
overall harmony effect, but there was a sig-

Results and Discussion nificant interaction of vowel harmony and tar-
get harmony class: F1(1,22) Å 14.68, p õAll RTs were again originally measured

from string onsets. These raw RTs were cor- .001; F2(1,27) Å 8.04, p õ .01. Front-vowel
targets were spotted more accurately in dishar-rected, by subtracting total string duration, so

as to measure effectively from target word monious than in harmonious strings (8%, on
average): t1(23) Å 3.61, p õ .005; t2(14) Åoffset. In the analysis of the subjects’ spoken

responses, all responses were found to be cor- 4.68, p õ .001. Although back-vowel targets
were spotted more accurately in harmoniousrect. Outlying responses were treated as errors

(11% of the data). All subjects detected at than in disharmonious strings (3%, on aver-
age), this difference was not significant. Noleast 50% of the targets they heard. All targets

were detected at least 50% of the time, except other effects were significant in the error anal-
ysis.one, which was missed by all subjects who

heard it in its disharmonious context (tupa in The target durations were reanalyzed, based
on the targets analyzed in Experiment 4 (twotytupa; this item was also always missed in

Experiment 3). This item was removed from fewer items were tested and more items
reached the 50% criterion than in Experimentthe analysis, leaving 14 back-harmony and all

15 front-harmony targets. The mean RTs and 3). A very similar pattern to that found for
the Experiment 3 set was nevertheless found:error rates are shown in Table 4.

In the RT analysis there was a reliable har- Targets in disharmonious contexts (384 ms,
on average) were significantly longer thanmony effect. Targets in disharmonious strings

were detected, on average, 126 ms faster than those in harmonious contexts (369 ms, on av-
erage): F(1,27) Å 10.51, p õ .005. This wastargets in harmonious strings: F1(1,22) Å

16.44, p õ .001; F2(1,27) Å 11.06, p õ .005. due entirely to the front-harmony targets
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(mean durations: 392 ms, disharmonious; 364 cate those for the final targets in Experiment
3. There is a powerful harmony mismatch ef-ms, harmonious) and not to back-harmony tar-

gets (mean durations: 376 ms, disharmonious; fect for targets with front vowels, but a fragile
and statistically less reliable effect for targets374 ms, harmonious), as the interaction

showed: F(1,27) Å 7.16, p õ .05. Correla- with back vowels. This is in contrast to Exper-
iment 1, where although the effect was smallertional analyses were performed. For back-

vowel targets, there were no reliable correla- for the back-harmony targets, it was still reli-
able. The weakness of the effect in the back-tions of target duration, with either RT or error

rate. For front-vowel targets, there were also harmony words in Experiments 3 and 4 may
therefore be in part due to the recording used.no reliable correlations of target duration with

error rate. But there was a reliable negative Nevertheless, it appears to be a robust finding
that the harmony effect is much stronger forcorrelation of front-harmony target duration

with RT (faster responses to longer words) for front-harmony than for back-harmony targets.
For front-harmony targets, at least, a harmonytargets in harmonious contexts (r(14) Å 0.60,

p õ .05), but not for targets in disharmonious mismatch provides a segmentation cue that
assists in word recognition.contexts. Although target duration may have

contributed to speed of response within one
EXPERIMENT 5cell of the design, it cannot account for the

overall pattern of results. A final control experiment was performed
to deal with a further important concern. ItA lexical competition analysis was again

performed. Responses to targets that in harmo- remains possible that the harmony effects ob-
tained are not in fact due to the presence ofnious contexts had competitors consistent with

the first two syllables of the string were sepa- a harmony mismatch between the preceding
context syllable and the target word. Instead,rated from responses to other targets. As in

the analysis of final targets in Experiment 3, the effects could simply be due to acoustic
differences between targets in the two har-there was an interaction of the competition

factor with the harmony effect that was only mony contexts: Perhaps the words spoken in
the context of disharmonious syllables weresignificant by subjects: F1(1,22) Å 6.47, p õ

.05; F2(1,25) Å 2.67, pú .1. Unlike in Exper- easier to recognize than those spoken in the
context of a harmonious syllable simply be-iment 3, the interaction was in the direction

predicted by competition: The difference be- cause those in a disharmonious context were
articulated more clearly. Experiment 5 ad-tween harmonious and disharmonious con-

texts was larger for targets with competitors dressed this issue directly. The target words
used in Experiment 3 were excised from theirin the harmonious context (162 ms, on aver-

age) than for targets with no competitors in contexts and presented to listeners in isolation.
Listeners, instead of performing word spot-either context (40 ms, on average). The inter-

action was not significant by subjects or items ting, were asked to do lexical decision, that
is, to press a button every time they detectedin the error analysis (a mean difference of 3%

for targets with competitors in the harmonious a real word in a list of words and nonwords.
This task is very similar to word spotting andcontext, and of 4% for targets without compet-

itors). In both Experiments 1 and 4, therefore, has been used previously (Cutler & Norris,
1988) to address concerns about the acousticthere was a nonsignificant trend, suggesting

that competitors (such as kupari in kupalo) equivalence of word-spotting targets over con-
texts. If there is some acoustic feature of thecan make detection of the target (palo) more

difficult. This trend was reversed, and again words taken from disharmonious contexts,
which made them easier to detect than thosenonsignificant, in Experiment 3. The harmony

effect cannot be due to competition between in harmonious contexts in word spotting, they
should likewise be easier to detect in lexicalcandidate words in harmonious strings.

The results of Experiment 4 broadly repli- decision. The failure to find such a difference
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would instead suggest that it is the disharmony vowel of the original trisyllabic string (for tar-
gets that had been followed by a context sylla-between target word and context syllable that

produces the harmony mismatch effect. ble, such as palo in paloku, and for similar
filler nonwords).A related issue to be addressed in Experi-

ment 5 concerns the prosodic patterns of the Items were presented in four different lists,
each containing all 80 nonwords (from thenonsense strings used in the previous experi-

ments. Finnish is a fixed-stress language, with original fillers) and 32 target words (extracted
from one of the four embedding conditions).word-initial syllables as the designated loca-

tion for word-level stress. As noted above, The counterbalancing and presentation order
was identical with Experiment 3. Therefore,all trisyllabic strings were produced with the

canonical prosody, hence, with stress on the in effect, the same four lists were used but, in
contrast with the earlier experiment, each itemfirst syllable of the string. Thus, the targets in

initial position (with following context, as in was bisyllabic, the context syllables of both
words and nonwords having been removed.Experiments 2 and 3) could perhaps have had

a better approximation to their normal stress Subjects. Thirty-two student volunteers
took part. None of these subjects had partici-pattern than those in final position (with pre-

ceding context, as in Experiments 1, 3, and pated in the previous experiments. Eight sub-
jects heard each list.4). It is therefore possible that the harmony

effects obtained (i.e., those for words with pre- Procedure. The experiment was modeled as
closely as possible on Experiment 3. Subjectsceding contexts) are limited to a situation in

which the target word has an abnormal stress were told they would hear a list of words and
nonwords and were asked to press the re-pattern. However, in the situation where the

words had the canonical stress pattern (i.e., sponse key whenever they heard a real word
and then to say aloud the word that they hadwords with a following context), no harmony

effects were observed, perhaps because nor- detected.
mal prosody is sufficient for lexical access,

Results and Discussionand there is no further role for harmony mis-
match to play. If this argument were correct, As in the other experiments, the subjects’

spoken responses were analyzed. There weretarget words excised from initial positions
would be easier to recognize (because of their no incorrect spoken responses: When subjects

pressed the response key, they always thennormal stress patterns) than those excised
from final positions (because of a perceived said the target word. Since all RTs were origi-

nally measured from target word onset, theylack of stress on their initial syllables).
were adjusted so as to measure from word

Method offset using the measurements obtained in Ex-
periment 3. Outlying responses were treatedMaterials. The materials were based on

those used in Experiment 3. Using the EA- as errors (12% of the data; most of these were
extremely fast responses, some made beforeSYST speech editor, the 32 target words were

excised from each of the four context syllables word offset). No subject failed the exclusion
criterion. This criterion was not applied towith which they had been presented in Experi-

ment 3, and for each of the 80 filler items, items, however. Instead, in order to make the
most direct comparison with Experiment 3,the harmonious portion was excised from its

context syllable, generating 80 bisyllabic non- the seven items that were taken out of that
analysis were also excluded here. The meanwords. Cuts were made at zero-crossings clos-

est to the offset of periodic energy associated RTs and error rates are shown in Table 5.
ANOVAs on the RTs showed that, on aver-with either the first vowel of the original trisyl-

labic string (for targets that had been preceded age, targets that had appeared in final position
were detected 51 ms more rapidly than thoseby a context syllable, such as palo in kupalo,

and for similar filler nonwords) or the second that had appeared in initial position (F1(1,28)
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TABLE 5

MEAN REACTION TIME (RT, IN MS) MEASURED FROM TARGET WORD OFFSET

AND MEAN PERCENTAGE ERROR RATES (ERR) IN EXPERIMENT 5

Target harmony class

Back Front Overall

Targets excised from initial position

Context RT Err RT Err RT Err
Harmonious 447 8% 404 2% 426 5%
Disharmonious 430 15% 400 8% 415 12%

Targets excised from final position

Context RT Err RT Err RT Err
Harmonious 368 12% 380 15% 374 14%
Disharmonious 375 9% 361 19% 368 14%

Note. Context (Harmonious/Disharmonious) refers to the contexts from which the target words were excised.

Å 29.0, p õ .001; F2(1,23) Å 4.24, p Å .05). (made before word offset) and were counted
as errors. ANOVAs on the error rates pro-There was no harmony effect (F1 and F2 õ

1); targets that had appeared in harmonious duced no reliable effects. Several effects were
significant in the subjects analysis, but no ef-contexts were detected no more or less rapidly

(mean 400 ms) than those that had appeared in fects were significant in the items analysis.
There was an effect of position, with targetsdisharmonious contexts (mean 391 ms). There

was also an effect of the harmony class of that had been in final positions detected less
accurately (14% misses, on average) thanthe target words: Front-harmony words (like

hymy) were detected more rapidly (mean 386 those that had been in initial positions (8%
misses, on average; F1(1,28) Å 7.36, p õ .05,ms) than back-harmony words (like palo;

mean 405 ms). But this effect was only sig- but F2(1,23) Å 1.32, pú .25). There was also
a small inverse harmony effect, with rathernificant in the subjects analysis: F1(1,28) Å

6.95, p õ .05; F2(1,23) Å 1.22, p ú .2. There more errors (mean 13%) to targets that had
been in disharmonious contexts than to thosewere no reliable interactions between the posi-

tion, harmony, and harmony class factors, that had been in harmonious contexts (mean
9%), but this effect was not significant:though the interaction of the harmony class of

the targets with the position in which the target F1(1,28) Å 2.88, p Å .1, F2(1,23) Å 1.24, p
ú .25). Although there was no main effect ofhad been embedded was significant by sub-

jects: F1(1,28) Å 4.40, p õ .05; F2(1,23) Å the harmony class of the targets (both F1 and
F2õ 1), there was an interaction of this factor1.64, p ú .2. The overall advantage for front

over back-harmony words was due to re- with target position: For words that had been
presented in initial position, those with backsponses to targets that had appeared in initial

positions (a 36-ms difference, on average), not vowels were detected less accurately (12%
misses, on average) than those with front vow-to responses to targets that had appeared in

final positions (a 1-ms difference, on average). els (5%, on average), while for words that had
been presented in final position, those withError rates were quite high, either because

the items were excised from contexts rather back vowels were detected more accurately
(11% misses, on average) than those withthan natural tokens spoken in isolation or be-

cause some responses were extremely fast front vowels (17%, on average). But again
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this effect was only significant in the subjects mismatch effects obtained in Experiments 1, 3,
and 4 emerged because of the absence of canoni-analysis: F1(1,28) Å 9.51, põ .005; F2(1,23)

Å 2.86, p ú .1.2 cal stress cues. Instead, the results of Experiment
5 suggest that the harmony mismatch effect inThese results suggest strongly that the har-

mony effects found in Experiments 3 and 4 were our experiments was not determined by the pros-
ody of the trisyllabic string and, hence, that thedue to the harmonious or disharmonious con-

texts in which the target words were presented, effect is generalizable to normal fluent Finnish
speech recognition.and were not due to any acoustic differences

between the targets from different contexts. In
GENERAL DISCUSSIONfact, the only indication of any difference be-

tween items due to the harmony context from In five experiments we have examined the
usefulness of Finnish vowel harmony patternswhich they had been excised was in the error

analysis, where targets from disharmonious con- in the process of lexical segmentation. Listeners
were faster at detecting words that were pre-texts were detected less accurately than those

from harmonious contexts (though this was not ceded by disharmonious contexts, which signal
that context and target word are not part of thesignificant). This effect is, of course, in the op-

posite direction of that found in the earlier exper- same lexical entity, than words preceded by har-
monious contexts, which are consistent with aiments, where targets in disharmonious strings

were detected faster (and somewhat more accu- single lexical entity embracing both context and
target word. This effect was not a function ofrately) than those in harmonious strings.

These results are also relevant to concerns the competition from other word candidates in
harmonious but not in disharmonious strings,about the prosodic patterns of the trisyllabic

strings used in the earlier experiments. If words since it appeared even when there were no cross-
boundary competitors in the harmonious strings.perceived as stressed on their initial syllable

were to be easier to recognize than those per- The harmony mismatch effect was significantly
stronger for words containing vowels in the frontceived to have no stress on their initial syllable,

then the targets excised from initial position harmony class than for words containing vowels
in the back harmony class. Context that followedshould have been easier to recognize than those

excised from final position. In fact, exactly the the target word had no effect upon word detec-
tion as a function of harmonic match versusopposite occurred: Targets from final positions

were detected more rapidly than those from ini- mismatch, for words of either harmony class.
Experiment 5 showed that the mismatch effecttial positions. This result suggests that word

stress may not play an important role in the was not a consequence of acoustic differences
between the target words used in each context.recognition of Finnish speech. The words with-

out stress on their first syllables were easier to It also showed that the fact that the harmony
effect was limited to targets with preceding con-recognize than those with stress on their first

syllable. It is thus very unlikely that the harmony texts was also not a consequence of acoustic
differences (such as those due to stress patterns)

2 An analysis of all items (i.e., including those items between the targets in final and initial positions.
that had failed the Experiment 3 criterion) gave the same It appears, therefore, that vowel harmony mis-
pattern of results: There were no reliable effects of the match is of value to listeners during on-line pro-
harmony context in which words had originally occurred,

cessing of speech, in that it facilitates detectionand responses to targets from final positions were reliably
of the beginning of a new word. In a languagefaster than those to targets from initial positions. Analyses

in which no outliers were excluded (i.e., the fast re- with word-level vowel harmony, the correspon-
sponses, made before word offset were included) also dence between harmony mismatch and the pres-
revealed this pattern. In both RT and error analyses, there ence of a word boundary is of functional impor-
were no reliable effects of the harmony context from

tance to the processing carried out by native lis-which targets had been excised. The only reliable effect
teners.was again that responses were faster to words taken from

final positions than to those taken from initial positions. In fact, the word is effectively the default do-
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main of vowel harmony. Although there are a tion due to harmony mismatch for words with
vowels in the back harmony class, the effectfew languages in which vowel harmony spreads

across word boundaries (e.g., Somali) or is re- here was small and statistically weak compared
with the very robust effect that was consistentlystricted to a subword level (e.g., Arabic; Vago,

1994), in the vast majority of languages with found in Experiments 1, 3, and 4 for words with
vowels in the front harmony class. The lattervowel harmony, the harmony domain is the word

plus its affixes. Interestingly, the word as it ap- set, as it happens, may be perceptually disadvan-
taged. The front harmony vowels (/y ø æ/) areplies here is not the word as it functions as a

syntactic unit, but might perhaps better be termed realized closer to the center of the vowel space
than either the back harmony vowels (/u o a/)the lexically represented unit plus its affixes,

since as van der Hulst and van de Weijer (1995) or the so-called neutral vowels (/i e/), which
are all peripheral vowels. Furthermore, the frontpoint out, compound words usually constitute as

many harmony domains as they contain stems. harmony vowels occupy positions in the vowel
space closer to the neutral vowels than to theThus, the natural domain of this phenomenon

across languages appears to coincide with the back vowels. The nonperipheral front harmony
vowels may therefore in general be more con-level at which listeners need to segment spoken

language for lexical access, and consequently it fusible than the peripheral back harmony vow-
els, and they are likely to be more easily confus-is perhaps hardly surprising that listeners exploit

it to this end. This is not to claim that the pres- ible with the neutral vowels than the back vow-
els are with either the neutral or the frontence of vowel harmony in a language like Finn-

ish is per se motivated by its value as a segmenta- harmony vowels (Suomi, 1983, 1984).
Moreover, front-class vowels have a muchtion cue. It can, at best, be merely a partial cue,

since only harmony mismatch provides relevant lower frequency of occurrence than back-class
vowels. In a corpus containing nearly 2 mil-information. There is no bar to the successive

occurrence in an utterance of words containing lion vowel tokens (Pääkkönen, 1990), approx-
imately 46% of the tokens were from the backvowels of the same harmony class, with the re-

sult that a harmony match is completely uninfor- harmony class, 39% from the neutral class,
and only 15% from the front harmony class.mative; no harmony pattern can ever signal that

a boundary has not occurred (see Suomi, 1983, It could therefore be argued that words con-
taining front-class vowels are simply harderfor further discussion). Nevertheless, our experi-

ments indicate that listeners can indeed effi- to detect than words containing back-class
vowels, so that the former benefit more thanciently extract what information the harmony

patterns do provide. the latter from a boundary cue that allows ef-
ficient initiation of lexical access.Vowel harmony offers, therefore, a further

(language-specific) regularity that listeners can We observed, in fact, no such overall differ-
ence in recognizability. Words containing front-use to overcome the segmentation problem, that

is, the absence of reliable and robust cues to class vowels were, if anything, somewhat easier
to detect, at least in four of the five experimentsword boundaries in continuous speech. It joins

language-specific metrical structure (Cutler et reported here. Nevertheless, the asymmetry in
the size of the harmony mismatch advantageal., 1986; Cutler & Norris, 1988; Otake et al.,

1993) and language-specific phonotactic con- for the two harmony classes may indeed reflect
differences in perceptibility between the twostraints (McQueen & Cox, 1995) as sources of

relevant information that can apparently be ex- vowel harmony classes. Suppose that such a
perceptibility disadvantage is exacerbated for aploited by listeners in on-line speech processing.

One aspect of our results that was not spe- single front-class vowel in a context containing
otherwise only back-class vowels [note that suchcifically predicted but that has potentially inter-

esting consequences is the asymmetry in the a case virtually never occurs in Finnish, and
Suomi (1983, 1984) has argued that the voweleffect for the two harmony classes of Finnish

vowels. Although we observed response facilita- harmony system itself may be motivated by a
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pressure to ensure better perceptibility condi- aries will not be cued by harmonic mismatch
simply because two successive words belong totions for front-class vowels]. These conditions

occur in just one of our four possible stimuli, the same harmony class or because a syllable
adjacent to a word boundary contains a neutralnamely, a back-class word with a disharmonious

front-class context syllable (such as kypalo). It vowel. However, cues to word boundaries do
not have to be fully deterministic for listenerscould be the case that on a small proportion of

occasions listeners misidentified the vowel in to make use of them. Metrical patterns, too, pro-
vide only partial and imperfect segmentationthe context syllable of such items and erron-

eously perceived it as, for example, /i/ (one of cues. Although most lexical words in spoken
English begin with strong syllables (Cutler &the two most frequent vowels in Finnish, in fact,

accounting for 22% of the tokens in the corpus Carter, 1987), some do not, and although most
strong syllables are word initial, some, again,described above). Because /i/ is a neutral vowel

and can occur with vowels of both other classes, are not. Despite this, English listeners use the
occurrence of a strong syllable as a useful heu-such a misidentification would convert a dishar-

monious context to a harmonious one, so that ristic cue to the onset of a new word (Cutler &
Butterfield, 1992; Cutler & Norris, 1988), justthere would be no mismatch and the number of

mismatching contexts would thus effectively be as Finnish listeners treat a vowel harmony mis-
match as highly probably a boundary correlate.lowered for any subject who made this error.

We have no way of testing directly whether such Further, just as metrical information cues
word onsets more effectively than word offsets,misperceptions occurred, but their effect would

certainly be to weaken the mismatch effect for so too is vowel harmony information used only
in the determination of word beginnings. Cutlerthe back-harmony words in comparison with the

front-harmony words. And note that even if a and Norris (1988) found that the detection of a
CVCC word such as mint in a sequence of twomisperception of /y/ as /i/ were to occur in the

harmonious context syllable of a front-harmony strong syllables (mintayf) was inhibited. They
interpreted this finding as evidence that segmen-word, it would have no effect on the harmony

manipulation, since with a neutral vowel the tation of the string at the onset of the second
strong syllable (-tayf) had interfered with thecontext would remain harmonious.

As long as vowels are perceived to be from detection of the word which was in fact embed-
ded across this boundary. Detection of a CVCmismatching classes, then the vowel harmony

system of Finnish provides information that lis- word in a similar sequence (e.g., thin in thintayf)
was, however, not facilitated; that is, the factteners can exploit in locating word onsets. Our

experiments have shown that the information is that the segmentation would indicate where thin
ended did not assist listeners in recognizing thin.useful, and used, even though it is partial. As

we observed in the introduction, vowel harmony Norris et al. (1995) found that the presence of
many potential competitor words for a secondallows some exceptions; in modern Finnish,

loan words from other languages that violate syllable could facilitate detection of a CVC
word, but this effect was much weaker thanFinnish vowel harmony constraints are no

longer regularized to conform to the native pat- the inhibition of CVCC word detection by the
presence of a misleading onset cue as in mintayf.tern but maintain their mismatching structure.

Thus the word labyrintti (borrowed into Finnish Cutler and Norris (1988) argued that the process
of word recognition in continuous speech con-from Swedish) has a vowel of the back harmony

class in the first syllable, and a vowel of the texts is facilitated by information about where to
start lexical access attempts; information aboutfront harmony class in the second syllable, but

its recognition would presumably not be facili- where words end is, however, redundant since
the same information is, of course, encoded intated by the postulation of a lexical boundary

between the first and the second syllable. More- the lexical entry. Access does not require the
complete form to be available but can begin inover, vowel harmony information can never rule

out a word boundary, and many word bound- a continuous manner from the point at which
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an onset is determined. In an exactly parallel in both these dimensions. In three-syllable se-
quences, such as were used in our experiments,fashion, therefore, a vowel harmony mismatch

that signals that a word has ended appears to be there will also be no internal foot boundaries
which could affect perceived prominence.of no use in word spotting (Experiments 2 and

3), although a mismatch that cues a word onset Thus it is doubtful whether stress as the term
is applied to Finnish should be taken to haveis exploited to great effect (Experiments 1, 3,

and 4).3 Thus, the exploitation of vowel har- processing implications. In fact, it may be ar-
gued that the stress patterns of our stimulusmony patterns in speech segmentation appears

to be very similar in kind to the exploitation of words satisfied the canonical word prosody of
Finnish both with preceding and with followingmetrical patterns.

The metrical pattern found in the English op- context. If the canonical pattern of a three-sylla-
ble word is taken to be downdrift in both ampli-position of strong and weak syllables does not

occur in Finnish, however. Finnish is a fixed- tude and fundamental frequency contour across
the word, with no durational differences be-stress language, with word-initial syllables

marked as the location for stress. However, it is tween syllables other than those resulting from
segmental structure, then our words had thisimportant to note that this does not imply an

acoustic difference between stressed and un- structure irrespective of context position. In-
deed, in the judgment of the first author of thisstressed syllables of the type found in English.

Finnish has no vowel reduction, so that there are paper, the words of Experiment 5 which had
been removed from preceding contexts did notno vowel quality differences between stressed

and unstressed syllables such as typically occur sound prosodically abnormal, and the behavior
of the subjects in that experiment is fully consis-in English. Finnish also has phonemic vowel

quantity distinctions, which are orthogonal to tent with this. Prosodic structure of this kind
does not offer a segmentation cue to listeners instress placement, so that the duration differences

between stressed and unstressed syllables which the way that English metrical structure does;
vowel harmony, on the other hand, is in a posi-are found in a language like English also do not

occur in Finnish; in a word such as vapaaseen tion to provide Finnish listeners with such a cue.
As our results showed, listeners were able to(‘‘into a free’’), with a short vowel in the initial

syllable and a long vowel in the second and use the cue it provided. Any effects of word
prosody consequent upon position in the stringthird syllables, the initial syllable, although the

designated stressed syllable, will be the shortest should have been exactly the same in both har-
monious and disharmonious contexts; and Ex-of the three. Differences between syllables in

amplitude and fundamental frequency are also periment 5 confirmed that there were in fact no
such differences between the contexts. Thus thenot large, although, as in most languages of the

world, there will be downdrift across the word strong and consistent difference that we ob-
served between harmonious and disharmonious
contexts can only be interpreted as confirming3 Following contexts may have been of little value for
the suggestion originally made by Trubetzkoylisteners not only because word offsets can in general be

established from lexical information, but also because the (1939)—that vowel harmony can function as a
particular target words used in these experiments tended segmentation cue.
to be unique at their offsets (only 7 words became unique The use of segmentation cues in continuous
after their final vowels). Word offsets could thus be estab-

speech recognition has been successfullylished both from the lexicon and, for most words, from
modeled in computer simulations. The compe-the segmental information in the input. Words that do not

become unique until after their offsets may be more likely tition mechanism in the Shortlist model can
to show effects of vowel harmony mismatch from follow- be enriched, for example, with a metrical seg-
ing contexts. But post hoc analyses on the Experiment 2 mentation process, such that the model accu-
data (where UP effects should have been strongest be-

rately captures the patterns observed in humancause of fixed-target location) failed to show any reliable
data (Norris et al. 1995; Norris, McQueen,differences between words that were or were not unique

by offset. Cutler, & Butterfield, 1996). These simula-
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tions have been based on data from stress- ture, it is likewise possible to implement seg-
timed languages (English and Dutch), where mentation cued by phonotactics or by silence
information about the location of strong sylla- in the Shortlist model (McQueen & Cox,
ble onsets, provided in the input, was used 1995; Norris et al., 1996). Our present experi-
to bias the competition process. There is no ments have shown that vowel harmony is one
reason, however, why the same approach further segmentation cue that Finnish listeners
could not be taken with other languages (Cut- can use. In principle, therefore, it would be
ler, Norris, & McQueen, 1996). In a version of possible to use vowel harmony mismatch to
Shortlist for processing French, for example, bias the competition process in Shortlist. This
information about the location of all syllable implementation, however, is not feasible until
boundaries could be used to influence the a machine-readable Finnish lexicon becomes
competition process. Language-specific metri- available. Nevertheless, the present results are
cal segmentation routines can all be imple- consistent with the view of continuous speech
mented in a universal processing model, recognition instantiated in the Shortlist model.
where the core mechanism is that of competi- Vowel harmony provides yet another means
tion between candidate words. by which clear boundaries may be signaled in

the speech signal.As with segmentation cued by metrical struc-

APPENDIX: EXPERIMENTAL MATERIALS

All words were used in all experiments, except maku and jyvä, which were only
used in Experiments 3 and 5. Each word is listed with preceding (CV-) and following
(-CV), harmonious and disharmonious context syllables. Some items required more than
one context syllable in initial position (see text for details).

Harmony class

Harmonious context Disharmonious context

CV- Word -CV CV- Word -CV Gloss

Back

ku palo ku ky palo ky fire
ka kuja ka kä kuja kä alley
pu/po lato pu py/pö lato py barn
tu haka po ty haka pö hook
to luku to tö luku tö number
pu juna po py juna pö train
po sopu ta pö sopu tä agreement
ku romu ku ky romu ky trash
po kuva po pö kuva pö picture
po muna po pö muna pö egg
to latu to tö latu tö track
ta raju pu tä raju py rash
pu/tu tupa tu py/ty tupa ty cottage
ku koru ku ky koru ky piece of jewelery
tu napa tu ty napa ty navel
ta maku ta tä maku tä taste
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APPENDIX—Continued

Harmony class

Harmonious context Disharmonious context

CV- Word -CV CV- Word -CV Gloss

Front

ty kynä pö tu kynä po pen
py/tä näkö tä pu/ta näkö ta sight
kä pöly kä ka pöly ka dust
ky sävy ky ku sävy ku shade
pö/ty hätä ty po/tu hätä tu emergency
ky pyry ky ku pyry ku snowfall
ty kyky ty tu kyky tu ability
pö käry py po käry pu odour
tö häkä tö to häkä to carbon monoxide
py hymy py pu hymy pu smile
pö läjä pö po läjä po heap
tö käpy tö to käpy to pine cone
ky rysä ky ku rysä ku trap
pö syvä pö po syvä po deep
tä tyly pö ta tyly po harsh
tö jyvä tö to jyvä to grain
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